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Tell me about yourself?
My name is Brisa Colón I am 3rd year broadcast journalism 
major at Cal State Fullerton I’m very passionate about jour-
nalism I’m passionate about news I’m also very passionate 
about fashion the environment sustainability and yeah, I just 
like to spend my time with my friends and family and that’s a 
little bit about me.

Name 3 words to describe yourself.
Mmm that’s hard... I don’t even know words. Imma look some 
up let’s see. I mean I would say I’m very enthusiastic, posi-
tive, and mm hardworking

Name 3 words to describe your style
I would stay very colorful thrifted and mmm boujee

How much has your style changed since high 
school?
Mm ALOT HAHA. My style has definitely evolved , I think in 
high school I was very worried about what people thought of 
me and what’s in style and how can I look like everyone else 
but once I started getting into thrifting and estate sale shop-
ping and looking on social media and realizing that fashion 
and style is about YOU and every single person had their 
own style their own look and I just started developing my 
own look and realizing it doesn’t matter what anyone thinks 
about my outfit it’s about how comfortable I feel in it and how 
amazing I think I look because it’s about me and what I’m 
wearing and I think that’s been my biggest shift. I mean I still 
like the same things and I like color and I’ve also been very 
daring in what I wear and more and more I’ve become I don’t 
care what other people think and I just wear what makes me 
happy.

thinking about both of our style’s freshman year, how 
much its evolved is crazy. i think about what u and I would 
talk about wearing and I’m like bro i would never wear that 
again.

Looking back, I would wear skinny jeans and crop tops from 
Forever 21 and o don’t know just like chunti clothes but now 
both of us are daring and we just wear what we want and 
that’s king of the whole point and I think it makes it so much 
cooler

Who inspires your style?
it’s not just one person but the people come to mind are 
the Kardashian if I’m being real LOL, I think Kim Kar-
dashian is my number one style Icon like everything she 
wears I think for our entire generation it become a trend, 
but I feel like I personally look at her style and really at 
times try to emulate it because so genuinely love it. I 
think Kendall Jenner is very fashionable and she’s a trend 
setter, everyone in the Kardashian family inspires me in 
a different way and I take pieces that I like from each of 
them I kind of make it my own but yea I would say the 
Kardashians are my style icons.

Where do you find your inspiration?
I think I find a lot of my inspiration on Instagram, Tik Tok, 
Pinterest, on a lot of different social media sites like Just 
from different people whether it be a friend of mine like 
you Emily or whether it be another celebrity or some girl 
I see that I don’t even know I just pick and choose from 
different people and I think that inspires me a lot. I think 
personally Tik Tok has really inspired my style I’ve been 
watching it lately and seeing all the spring and summer 
trends and trying to buy things to see what I’m going to 
buy this summer

When do u think u realized that u liked ex-
pressing yourself through your clothes? 
I feel like before we would wear whatever would look 
cool, but I think there’s a difference between that and 
expressing yourself.
I definitely think freshman year like you said I was trying to 
look cool but once I started thrifting and going to estate 
sales and started second hand shopping and  that’s 
when I realized I can take this piece that people normally 
wouldn’t wear and make it look cool and I can put it on 
and people will be like oh where’d u get that and I can 
be like well I thrifted it ya know, that was something that 
changed my outlook on fashion and made me realize oh 
I don’t have to wearing an expensive shirt from Pac Sun 
or an expensive shirt from urban outfitters to have style I 
can have style and look cool while thrifting, that definitely 
changed my outlook on style and my style completely 

What’s your favorite item of clothing right 
now?
Right now?! Ha-ha it changes a lot. Oo can I say two 
things
The first thing that comes to mind that I’m obsessed 
with right now is trucker hats like I recently bought like 5 
trucker hats and I don’t know what it is, but I think they’re 
so cute for summer and wearing hats is really in right now 
like with a bathing suit or going out. AND I revelry thrifted 
a pair of cowboy boots and I’ve been looking for them 
everywhere and I find them all the time but they’re never 
in my size and I went to a flea market a couple weeks ago 
and they were only 25 dollars, they’re my new favorite 
thing, I haven’t worn them yet but I’m thinking of how I’m 
going to style them

What’s makes you the most comfortable in 
clothing?  
I think what makes me feel the most comfortable is feeling 
secure if I feel as if my outfit fits me right, making clothes 
fit you correctly makes a big difference for example I 
hemmed these pair of pants and now they fit me well 
they make me feel more comfortable and making clothes 
tailored to you and fit well I think is important

What do you stay away from wearing and 
why?
I stay away from clothes that are yak know a little risky 
or extra sometimes because yak know either because 
my parents wouldn’t prefer me wearing it or sometimes, 
I must think of my career in the future and realize that I 
can’t really post pictures in clothes I would like to go out at 
night in because it not as appropriate. I try to wear cute

but appropriate clothes so ya know it’s better, but you 
know I always wear whatever I want just maybe I won’t 
post it

What trends do u want to last that are 
happening right now?
I love acrylic rings, I am obsessed with them, I collect them. 
I don’t know what it is those big or colorful rings and I 
hope they never go away because I feel like I’m wearing 
a shitty outfit and I put them on and suddenly, I’m Bella 
Hadid suddenly, I look fire as hell, any kind of jewelry or 
like the beaded necklaces or pearls I love that, I’m loving 
the jewelry trend right now and how everyone’s wearing 
colorful crazy jewelry. That’s really what I love and what I 
hope will never go away, it’s so different and idk other than 
that is bright colors and I know everyone’s experimenting 
with it for spring and summer, but I always wear it and love 
it, I don’t know wearing black all the time is boring

What style do u see coming back soon?
I feel like it’s already coming back but the first thing that 
comes to my mind is y2K, wearing low rise clothes wear-
ing rhinestones, wearing halter tops things that are a little 
more Paris Hilton in the 2000s. The 2000s vibes are com-
ing back, and people are loving them like a juicy tracksuit, 
things like that are coming back and people are wearing 
that and to foresee in the future I really don’t know but I 
think everything vintage and everything throwback is very 
in especially when I go to flee market, you buy a vintage 
shirt for like 100 dollars, they’re only charging that much 
because it’s coming back.

During covid have you bought more or less 
clothes? 
Give or take more but also kind of the same because I 
always buy a lot of clothes and I always got shopping but I 
think more because I started my own resale store and for 
that I would go shopping a lot and I would need things to 
post so I would go to flea markets thrift store estate sales 
and just buy and thrift a lot, I think that’s kind of been my 
outing too because going to the mall indoors isn’t the saf-
est option but going to a flea market outdoors makes me 
feel a little safer and I get to go out and they’re usually on 
the weekends when I have some free time with my friends 
or my brother. For the most part that’s been my mode of 
shopping although I’ve been doing some online shopping 
as well recently 



Now I want to talk a lit-
tle bit about your whole 
business that you have, 
cool.2.be.kind. So, what 
made you want to start it?
Lemme, think I don’t even remem-
ber ha-ha. I think the main thing 
is because I had a lot of clothes 
and back when I was in the dorms 
I had a double closet because I 
was an RA and I had the whole 
room to myself and when I came 
back home to my small closet 

I realized uh oh I have way too 
much stuff and I was like well I 
need to seek this or give it away 
and I also noticed that a lot of girls 
really would ask me where I got 
slog of my clothes on social media, 
I told them ya know I got it at an 
estate sale, I got it thrifting and I 
could never really direct them on 
where they could purchase it and 
I felt bad because I don’t want to 
gatekeeper and I want to share my 
style and share my stuff with peo-

Will you keep it as something on the side of your 
career?
I do I fell in love with it as soon as I started because I just saw people 
like my style, and I was like WOA people think what I picked out is 
cool? I thought it was so odd to think people thought what I would 
go thrift was something they wanted too, it was so fun to shop and 
essentially, I’m shopping for myself because I never want to sell 
anything I personally wouldn’t wear. I do see myself doing it on the 
side And I was even thinking of opening my own little thrift store or 
something to do for fun if I even have the time but it’s something I 
want to continue doing because I love it so much. 

I’m so proud of you and everything you’re doing right 
now and another thing you’ve done is Trendy Titan 
and now the school recognizes it too, do you want to 
talk a little bit about that? 
I would say Trendy Titan is my number one baby, my first-born child 
LOL You’ve seen it from the literal beginning and bring it to where 
it is now. Trendy titan is basically combining my love for fashion 
and journalism and it stemmed from wanting to highlight my peers, 
the people from Cal State Fullerton, who I would see walking and 
think wow their outfit is fire oh my god they have such good style, 
it came from wanting to take videos of them at school and now it’s 
turned I to this whole Instagram where I spotlight my fellow peers 
and highlight their style and individuality and make it a space where 
everyone can appreciate one another for our differences I purpose-
ly show people who have their own style and “ dress outside the 
norm” because I think that’s so cool that they have the courage to 
do that and really be themselves and that was the whole purpose 
and it’s kind of evolved into talking about trends where I started this 
new thing called trendy titan tv where I talk about trending enter-
tainment stories and fashion and different topics that I think interest 
my peers and it’s kind of become a space where people that love 
fashion, love entertainment, and go to Cal State Fullerton can come 
and just enjoy the content i create, it’s been really rewarding and I 
definitely put a lot of hard work into it, like hours and hours of editing 
and filming organizing and planning but it’s been worth it and one 
of the things I’m most proud of so far in college that I’ve done it’s my 
favorite thing.

ple so I was line perfect I can sell some of the 
stuff and get it out of my closet because I have 
way too much but also showcase my style 
and share it with others AND on top of that 
being sustainable because I’m really passion-
ate about being sustainable and helping the 
environment and buying from someone else or 
buying from second hand is better than buying 
from a fast fashion company because their 
practices aren’t as great for the environment 
or for their workers and I don’t want to support 
brands like that. Buying from other people or 
second hand is just a better way to buy and 
better for others. So, then I started cool.2.be.
kind and it’s grown a lot actually and it’s been 
awesome, I didn’t think it was going to be as 
big as it got, I thought it was just going to be 
my friends or a really small group of people 
that would just look and see what I posted but 
it ended up being bigger than I ever imagined. 
It’s been hard during the school year to keep it 
up but I’m so busy with school and other things 
but I’m going to try and start it up again in the 
summer or whenever I have breaks and I have 
a lot of stuff growing and I even did a pop up 
which is really really fun I set up at this mini 
flea market a lot of my other friends came , and 
it was really fun and a great experience to see 
people and do what I love and I think it’s really 
great to share my style with others in that way 
and it basically like I’m a personal shopper for 
my friends I really love it. 





DIEGGS

Tell me who you are? 
Hi, my name is Diego Vazquez I am a 3rd 
year soon to be fourth communications pr 
major with a minor in marketing and I am one 
snazzy dude and my outfits I think show off 
my bombastic personality my very colorful 
cooky personality

Name 3 words to describe yourself
Goofy
Shit I don’t know
Funny? I don’t like saying that though cause 
idk 
What am I?
 you’re fabulous

Name 3 words to describe 
your style
I’d say Bold 
Unique 
And uhm I guess just colorful 

How much have you 
changed from high school 
to now, regarding your 
personal style and how it 
correlates to who you are
Well, I guess it would be that in 
high school my style was very 
much, well I was that guy that only 
get like Zumiez clothing, like very 
basic standard skate stuff, but I 
guess that was me just tryna be 
cool. I feel like once I came out 
and went to college and did all 
that I feel like I kind of developed 
my lil own personality and own 
little characteristics and I feel like 
that translates well into my outfits 
where it’s like a lot more unique 
and different. Ya know I don’t stick 
to the status quo, and yea I think 
that’s how I’ve changed I was just 
very much uhh idk just pretty basic 
in high school, yea now I’ve – I’ve 
transcended, I’m pretty much a big 
deal 

Would you ever wear any-
thing you wore prior to 
finding your own personal 
style?
Shit id maybe wear like a rip ‘n dip 
shirt as maybe a pajama shirt
Me: okay but as an outfit 
As an outfit nahhh I wouldn’t wear 
that unless like for some reason 
that’s all I had and my whole ward-
robe burned in a fire and all I had 
was my clothes from high school 
I guess I’d wear it but nah I would 
choose not to wear it, I gotta get 
the unique pieces! 

How much of your style has 
changed?
I was a kid that would always 
wear a lot of bold stuff and I 
liked graphics and when I was in 
elementary I would just wear a lot 
of colorful stuff and when I got to 
high school for some reason I just 
shoved that to the side because 

I thought nah that’s now what the 
people want but no ya know what 
for me personally I love that shit 
that’s why now I do graphics but In 
elementary school I’d always wear 
the adventure time shirt you would 
get at hot topic or like kohl’s but 
then again now I’m like a vintage 
kind of guy. Getting very different 
graphics so I guess I’m just an 
elevated version of what I would 
wear I elementary school which 
is where I was happiest with my 
outfits. Dude I remember I was so 
sad because there was like a teen 
titans shirt I wanted from Hot Topic, 
and they had every size except 
mine and I had a break down in 
the hot topic and my mom was 
like “really Diego? can you calm 
down?”, and I realized I was being 
a little dramatic, I was like 9 or 10, 
I was a dramatic kid I’m sorry, they 
were the teen titan characters but 
they were chibi anime and I was 
like ugh that so unique and kewl.

Do you think your sexuality 
influences your style and 
how you’ve changed it?
I don’t think me choosing bold 
things had to do with my sexuali-
ty... well maybe I mean me coming 
out had made me more confident 
I think I was just prone to wear 
color stuff. I think it’s more based 
from my personality rather than my 
sexuality. I’ve always just been into 
that stuff though; I mean who isn’t 
now. If we go back to Fullerton and 
you see me wearing just a plain 
navy-blue check and some jeans, 
you’d be like Diego what the fuck 
I could not picture u wearing a 
V-neck 
dude I used to rock v- necks when 
I was transitioning to my graphics 
to more basic stuff, I had so many 
fucking V-neck from American 
eagle 
Notttt American Eagle
 it might have not even been there 
it might have been Aeropostale 
bro that’s worse

I had a 
breakdown 
in the Hot 
Topic and 
my mom 
was like 
“really 
Diego? Can 
you calm 
down?”

“

“



Who or what inspires your style?
I don’t really know if there’s a specific 
person who then again but again, I 
just really love cartoons. When I was 
a kid, I fucked with them so hard and I 
was always in to KAPOW graphic like 
that kind of thing, wearing them slowly 
evolved into me liking color and just 
being fun, that blended into what I would 
wear. If we’re talking specific style or 
background, I did like skater clothes, my 
first rip n dip tee ya know the cat with the 
middle fingers, it made me feel like peo-
ple were embracing the kind of cartoony 
bold patter and I was like Oo I like that 
I would dive into different brands like 
birdhouse skateboards and like hookups 
where they have the little anime school-
girls with the tits spilling out HAHA. So, 
I guess the skater group, vintage skate 
wear old school vintage tees. I want a 
vintage Bettty Boop t-shirt 

Where do you look for 
inspiration?
I also just go to thrift stores and see what 
I can find and that’s where you’re going 
to find more unique stuff. It was easier 
when we could go in the dressing rooms 

and see what works with what

When did u realize when you 
liked fashion and getting into 
clothes?
Again, I feel like when I got into it with 
graphic tees. There’s a short period of 
time like 678 when you just kind of wear 
what your parents buy you and you’re 
like oh well I’ll just be forced to wear this, 
but once I started seeing shirts with car-
toons I liked or really sick patterns and 
I was like oh so this was made for me 
and that’s when I started looking out for 
clothes and that fits my style, hot topic 
was definitely the blue print for my stuff 
when I was younger and now I’m looking 
forward to the future with expensive 
graphic tees. I want to be able to rock 
like an old school invaders T-shirtw from 
Hot Topic or like a domo t-shirt, I should 
bring that back 
not the domo
domo with a mustache, that shit would 
be kind of iconic don’t even lie
That kind of would if you wore a domo 
t-shirt in 2021 with like some corduroy 
pants
I’d have to style it right but tell me why I 

might start a revolution, people are going 
to be searching for that shit left and right
I WONDER IF THEY HAVE ANY SELLING 
ON THE INTERNET LIKE EBAY
they probably do and for like 2 dollars 
This was an interview now it’s turning 
into an investigation,

What is your favorite item of 
clothing right now?
Uhm what is my favorite item of clothing, 
I need to think about that, that’s HARD, 
Jesus how are you going to do this to 
me, probably ya know like the little Mick-
ey Mouse Puerto Vallarta 
That I’m wearing in the photoshoot. Just 
the color I love me a little apricot number, 
again I just love vintage tees and a little 
Disney one yes please, it’s literally made 
for me and I got it in Fullerton, and I want 
to go back to memos, they turned it 
around when it comes to my wardrobe 



What makes the most comfortable as 
far as clothing goes, like what’s your go 
to outfit?
My go to outfit is a nice xl tee it’s not too snug 
on my body it perfectly loose but it’s flowy a nice 
loose pant, I hate a skinny pant I fucking- you 
asked me what makes me comfortable but imma 
tell u what makes me u comfortable because first 
off I thought imma wear all these skinny pants 
to high school then I realized all I have is skinny 
khakis and black pants and I tried wearing that, 
that shit made me uncomfortable as fuck. So 
ya know a nice flowy loose pant a good dickies 
moment, ya know like a cropped urban pant I like 
feeling free and flowy. Anything that lets my body 
breathe. I just think right clothing is not the future 
we’re looking for, like say the perfect president 
was running and they were wearing skinny pants I 
just fucking  wouldn’t vote, I don’t trust people with 
the anymore.
Parents get a pass though they’re trying their best
This is what I’m going to get this is going to be the 
ultimate fit I’m going to get the f*cking Domo shirt 
the, f*cking skinny purple Levi jeans and I’m going 
to get the converse that tie all the way to the knee 
like willow smith in the whip my hair video, all the 
way to her eyebrows. Being a kid though like how 
are going to get into the bounce house if you’re 
taking twenty minutes taking off your converse

What trend that happening right now 
do you want to last whether you wear it 
or not?
I think just embracing older styles, needs to stay 
around Weber come to a point where a lot of 
style has been kind of stagnant, like I want to get 
Nike air max 97 or Reebok c85s. Like these shoes 
that are popular right now in the past are coming 
back. I think embracing older designs should stay 
around because they are timeless

During covid have u bought more or 
less clothes?
I feel like I’ve bought more but stir some reason 
it’s felt like less, because every time I f*cking buy 
something my mom is line please stop idk I just 
think because of the pandemic I’ve lost all sense of 
f*cking time so actually I don’t know
When we go back to Fullerton, I’m probably going 
to have a whole ass new wardrobe and I’m going 
to be line what 
I’m going to be like Oo is that Diego?
Everyone f*cking stops and stares and they put 
their books and phones down  and are like “is that 
Diego? *gasp gasp*”
And then everyone cheers



“

“

Everyone f*cking 
stops and stares 
and they put their 
books and phones 
down and they’re 
like “is that Diego? 
*gasp gasp*”
And then everyone 
cheers



J L o
Year after year I prove to myself all the 
things I can do for myself and seek less 
validation from others and find confidence 
in all the little things I can do.

Tell me who u are 
My name is Jennifer Lopez and I’m 21 
years old

Name three words to describe yourself 
3 words I’d use to describe myself would 
be open-minded, sensitive, and impulsive 

Name three words to describe your style
Describing my style is definitely hard be-
cause I don’t necessarily have just one but 
3 words, I’d use are bold, random, extra 

How much have u changed since high 
school to now? 
Since high school I feel like I’ve become a 
lot more confident in myself. During high 
school I’d get put down a lot by my peers 
and family for my bad grades and having 
little drive to do good in school. Year after 
year I prove to myself all the things I can 
do for myself and seek less validation from 

others and find confidence in all the little 
things I can do. 

How much of your style has changed 
since high school?
My style since high school is completely 
different since I grew up with 2 brothers 
and their hand me downs. My sense of 
style came from my brothers and I just 
enjoyed wearing baggy clothes to hide the 
insecurities of my body. It definitely be-
came a part of me and what I wear today 
even though it’s completely different. Now 
I definitely more confident in my feminin-
ity and showing my skin. Every once in a 
while, I recreate outfits from high school 
with a touch of my personality from now. 
Plus, the way I dress now is how my high 
school self always wanted to dress, but 
now I finally have the money to do it.

“ “



Who inspires your style? 
I wouldn’t say anyone in 
specific influences my style 
but some people whose 
style I love is @katiexyi & @
galanikolic on Instagram 

where do you like to look 
for inspiration? 
I look for inspiration in piec-
es themselves. Sometimes 
I’ll love one piece of clothing 
so much I’ll buy whole outfit 
to style around that piece. 
Whether it be some shoes 
I love or a cute hat, I dress 
around that piece of cloth-
ing. Some outfits came from 
finding a pair of shoes I just 
needed to have. 

When did u realize you 
liked fashion and ex-
pressing yourself through 
clothes? 
It was definitely when I 
realized how much clothes 
says to me about someone. 
To me someone’s clothes 
always spoke to me about 
them without knowing them 
at all. Fashion lets me ex-
press a form of myself to 
people without having to 
say anything. Obviously not 
everyone will agree with my 
outfits or interpret them the 
way I’m hoping

what’s your favorite item of 
clothing right now? 
I love these black platform 
heels. They’re something 
I never realized I wouldn’t 
wanted until I got them, and 
I have so many exciting out-
fits planned in my head with 
them. I might break my an-
kles wearing them but that’s 
part of the fun. Plus, they’ll 

make any simple outfit look 
all fancy. They make me feel 
like a Bratz doll

What makes you the most 
comfortable?
I feel comfortable in the out-
fits that make me look cute. 

What do you stay away 
from wearing and why? 
I try to stay away from mom 
outfits I don’t want to look 
like anyone’s mom or look 
more like an old lady than I 
already do 

What trends do u want to 
last?
Definitely the emo/scene girl 
trend I’ve been seeing I’m 
all for it and will forever want 
to live out my middle school 
scene girl dreams



I think joggers and roshes were a 

great combo. I can see a comeback 

for that. HAHA

What style do u see coming back?
I think joggers and roshes were a great combo. I can 
see a comeback for that. HAHA

*Disclaimer she’s absolutely joking, and we laughed 
about this answer for a long time*

When did U get into fashion and stylizing your ward-
robe?
When I started working, I finally had money to buy my-
self things and it’s really nice what I spend most my 
money on. Always buying new pieces trying to find my 
own personal style

During covid have u bought more or less clothes ?
I bought way more clothes. I had way more time to 
spend scrolling through websites looking for new pieces 
and not going out all the time made me more comfort-
able to wear whatever I want whenever I want.

“

“





“ I JUST FEEL LIKE CLOTHES MAKE 
YOU FEEL GOOD IN WHO YOU ARE 

AND CAN MAKE OR BREAK HOW 
CONFIDENT YOU FEEL. ”



Tell me who u are.
I am Rochelle Martinez and 3rd year at call state 
Fullerton studying communications in advertising 
with a minor in marketing and I don’t know I lien to 
be creative ha-ha 

Name three words to describe yourself 
Mmm goofy, I don’t know .. small? And creative 

Name three words to describe your style
Uhm colorful comfortable should I do 3 cc’s colorful 
comfortable, ....f*ck
MAYBE NOT 3 cc’s ha-ha
Lol okay mm Interesting 

How much have u changed since high school to 
now?
F*ck, a lot I feel like in high school I was way less 
confident and I’m still shy, but I don’t know in high 
school I cared what people thought a lot more than I 
do now and I feel like going to college and being in 
the real world showed me that nobody really cares 
people are thinking about themselves more that 
they’re thinking about you.

How much of your style has changed since high 
school?
I feel like I’ve always had a different style from 
people and wore different things that people did in 
school and girls would girls would just wear basic 
shit lmao I was a little different and quirky ha-ha, but 
I don’t think I would wear half the stuff I wore in high 
school though; I feel like I was just buying stuff that 
other people thought was cute plus and the trends I 
was following weren’t my personal style. But I would 
try to choose things that I thought were cool and 
different, 

Is there anything you’ve gone back to wearing?  
Mmm I try to be more girly, I try to have a good bal-
ance and step out of my comfort zone in that realm. 
I am remembering thinking it wasn’t cool to be girly 
and I kind of hate that I thought that because being 
girly is a power move and pink rocks and glitter 
rocks and it’s really empowering 

Who inspires your style?
That I know? Maybe Brisa or anyone that’s in 
this magazine really, I mean I chose them for 
that reason if I’m being honest, they make me 
want to step out of the box or just grow my 
style with them. For Instagram I think top two 
would be @curlyfrysfeed and @wuzg00d 

Where do you like to look for inspiration? 
A lot on Instagram I follow a lot of girls or peo-
ple in general that wear different things or mix 
and match patterns and put together outfits I 
wouldn’t think of or even Pinterest, I have a lot 
of Pinterest boards with things I want to wear 
ha-ha. Tiktok has also been a place where I 
get to see a lot of people’s individual style and 
I get tips on how to build mine and pierced 
that are essential in someone’s wardrobe 

When did u realize you liked fashion and 
expressing yourself through clothes? 
When I was like 6 ha-ha, I remember I would 
beg my mom to let me choose my outfits and 
I would wear what I wanted and like 6 or 7. 
Expressing more in high school because I 
feel like that when I was learning more about 
myself so towards the end like junior - senior 
year and a lot in the beginning of college and 
honestly over quarantine bc I’ve had a lot of 
time to consume fashion and kind of take a 
breather 



what’s your favorite item of 
clothing right now? 
Right now, hmm. I’m tryna think of 
things I wear a lot or want to wear 
a lot. I think maybe these * points 
at 1461 bex doc martins* and I like 
them wearing them with white 
crew socks it makes me feel like a 
preppy girl, but I like pairing it with 
things you don’t think u would 
wear it with like girlier outfits or 
funky pants and the list goes on

What makes you the most com-
fortable as far as clothing?
I think something that makes me 
feel good or fits right on your 
body or anything that, well you 
know when u think of an outfit in 
your head, and you think it’s going 
to work out, but it doesn’t 
MHMM
Well, when it works out it’s cool 
and it makes you feel invincible 
and comfortable to wear what I’m 
wearing 

What do you stay away from 
wearing and why? 
Maybe just like fits of things, I 
don’t really wear a lot of scandal-
ous things, but I think that just of 
security reasons and it doesn’t 
make me feel comfortable. Maybe 
just like skinny jeans I don’t really 
gravitate or want to go back to or 

things that make me look shorter 
than I already am and stubby ha-
ha 

What trends do u want to last? 
I think bold outfits I feel like a lot 
of people are putting themselves 
out there and taking risks and 
wearing an either colorful pat-
terned look with texture or just 
something that carries a state-
ment. I love seeing those outfits 
where you’re like wow I would 
have never thought to pair that 
together and I want the fit on my 
body right now I want to look like 
them.  Also, accessories are a big 
thing I love

What style do u see coming 
back
Welll, I know the 2000s are 
coming back, I think 70s is com-
ing back too and maybe 80s but 
that’s kind of sus though.  I feel 
like because of the summer and 
the trends that are appearing 
seem very 70s and embody that 
especially with the bold colors 
and the crochet and funky pat-
terns. AND some bell bottoms or 
just wide leg pants in general are 
dope

when did you get into fashion 
and stylizing your wardrobe?

Well, I feel like my freshman year 
of college, I feel like I had a differ-
ent sense of style than the aver-
age person would wear but I feel 
like it evolved probably within the 
last year. I mean I’ve always liked 
collecting pieces, but I don’t know 
I would just always go to work, 
and I didn’t really go out a lot of 
have time to do that like I would 
have liked

During Covid have u bought 
more or less clothes 
I’ve probably ordered more 
clothes because I was just in the 
house on my laptop or phone and 
nothing else to do. I have the balls 
to press checkout and complete 
my order plus I’ve just been work-
ing a lot, so my money went there

What made you want to do this 
magazine? 
Well, I’ve always had it in the back 
of my mind since like, well I think 
what sparked it was when I went 
to Santa Barbra prior to accepting 
admissions for college and they 
had their own little magazine and 
I really liked it and thought how 
dope it would be to do one day, 
I still have it to and have used it 
to gain inspiration for this one as 
well. I’ve always just loved fashion 
too and looking at their individual-

ity through their clothes

What’s your favorite part of the maga-
zine process so far?
I think obviously being with my friends 
was nice and I got to get out of the 
house, but I think also just getting into 
photography more because I’ve loved 
it, but I’ve never taken the time to learn 
how to use a camera in depth and gain-
ing inspiration from others because I like 
seeing what other people do and how I 
can make it my own.

Why did you choose the people feature 
in this magazine, who are they?
Well there’s Jlo .. Jennifer Lopez
My best friend and I feel like she’s very 
confident in what she wears, and I like 
that about her, and she makes different 
choices that I would have never thought 
to make, and I love her and love what she 
wears

Brisa, my college roommate, first college 
roommate. I’ve seen how she’s grown as 
a person and her style and career grow 
and I love that she’s so ambitious. With 
her style she tries to be out of the box 
and sustainable and that’s one of the 
things that she focuses on. 

Diego, I don’t see a lot of guys that I 
know personally that focus on their style 
and have fun with it as much as he does. 
I’d don’t know I feel like some guys just 
wear whatever ha-ha, but he likes to 
experiment and buy cool shirts and funky 
pants and I love how he gets hyped 
about it and his personality is very much 
shown in his wardrobe 

What is the meaning behind the maga-
zine title?
The Reel is as I’m like we’re keeping it 
real here but also like a reel of film like 
a reel of things that are in this magazine 
that I want to show off and that I likes and 
enjoy, but I feel like that’s the main reason 
on how it’s spelled but also just the fact 

that I want to be very authen-
tic, and I want the people 
shown here to be perceived 
that way too. 

Who do u want to read this 
magazine?
Anyone, anyone that like fash-
ion or cool things and reading 
about people’s style, creative 
people, people that want 
inspiration

What do u hope people take 
from reading this magazine?

I think just to not care about 
what people think about you 
and make bold choices but 
also feel comfortable within 
what you’re wearing and just 
in life too. I just want them 
to relate, because I feel like 
clothes are something that 
make you feel secure even 
if you don’t have a passion 
about clothes or anything like 
that, I just feel like clothes 
make you feel good in who 
you are and can make or 
break how confident you feel
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